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▶FEATURES The rising chaos, the emergence of a dark power... Alden, a poor farmer who lives in the
remote land, is a strange young man who works relentlessly. Through his hard labor and

perseverance, he has earned the privilege of choosing a beautiful princess from among the four
princesses that live near the capital. Through this fortune, Alden agreed to help a mysterious guild
called the Shepherds Guild. The guild, headed by a man who possesses mysterious magic, wants

Alden to travel to the capital to find its elite class of its members. The guild’s story begins...
▶GAMEPLAY ▷Character Customization Freedom and limitless imagination are the key to a fulfilling
world. Pick your favorite costume from a variety of clothing that can be mixed and matched, and
design your character's skin color to your liking. Combine your weapons to fight with the exact

combination that suits your play style. Equip powerful magic to deal various devastating blows to
your foes. ▷Suspended Combat Get into the battle to take on a grander scale than the previous

game! Use powerful attacks and abilities to easily crush the opponents on the battlefield.
▷Straightforward Action-RPG System Dual axes are used to increase attack power and have come to

control all game elements. Phrases can be carved for the easy acquisition of attack power. Earn
magic and receive an overwhelming sense of accomplishment in a variety of ways. ▷Heroes,

Marksmen, and Marksmen for Oneself Character that excels at executing certain attacks can turn the
tide of battle. Marksman marksmen enhance their attacks even further by using powerful phrases,

adding another layer of diversity to combat. Find the Marksman of your choice and their abilities and
make them your best support. ▷Heroes with a Different Unique Skill The heroes of this game can
choose what kind of attack skills they want to learn. By visiting the stable, you can improve the

battle skills of the Hero that you will adopt. A Hero can have both Physical and Magical skills. And all
six heroes can learn about themselves through a chain of events. Each Hero's skills have different

cooldowns. ▷10 Classes of Combat Ability All heroes have the same basic class, and customize

Elden Ring Features Key:
Warrior Skills and The Experience Points System: The abilities to make a great warrior have

been added.
A Smarter and More Active Combat System: Melee attacks using the Change Weapon feature

more accurately reflect the actions you can perform as well as the hit locations.
Innovative Enemies: The heroes and enemies, such as the goblin tribe and the Renbukog, have

been changed to make the game even more enjoyable.
Best Adventure Game Ever: A thrilling story borne of the rich traditional quality of tabletop RPG,

but easily accessible and understandable to new players, with real-time battles.
– Dynamic Events with a variety of outcomes: The party will not automatically win as the game
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proceeds, and the situation will change from time to time according to the actions of your party
members. In contrast to the turn-based combat system of a traditional RPG where you can predict

the opponent’s reaction beforehand, the party’s reactions are reflected in the events that occur! – An
enriching, daring battle area: The game places much emphasis on depicting the action in the battle

zone with a stunning picture and stereo effect.
Incredible Realism: With a variety of effects, including all effects in your outlook, the game details
gear that can be held and equipped, the movements of party members, and even the backdrops for

the battle zone.
First-Person Choir Battles: The soundtrack alternates between choral and film-style

arrangements to create an original song, focusing on exciting battle scenes and emotions from
different perspectives. It features a series of original arrangements and songs that will sound good
together or separately, and is a piece of assistance that actively helps players create a top-notch

battle.
An Expansive Environment and a High Level of Cinematic Imagery: A wide variety of routes
are spread out through the major towns and dungeons, and stretch as far as the eye can see and
become more impressive the farther you get. A party that is obsessed with highland battles and is

used to exploring the area’s interior will find the scenery there impressive.
Item Use and New Main Scenario features:
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